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Abstract --- Intrusion Detection System is used to detect the unwanted activities over the network and to design
IDS soft computing techniques are used. This paper describes the role of Artificial Neural Network, Fuzzy Logic
and Genetic Algorithm in Intrusion Detection System. The artificial neural network learning algorithms, data
retrieval using fuzzy logic under uncertainty and power of Genetic algorithm to optimize the decision of fuzzy
inference system in aspect of IDS are discussed. Main focus of the paper is to combine all the modules of the IDS
and explaining the role of soft computing.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Computing is everywhere today, and openness of the system and services lead to the security issue. Any intruder
with unauthorized access lead to break the security issues. For solving security related issues an Intrusion Detection
System (IDS) is maintained along with the system services. Soft computing techniques can be used to design
components of IDS. IDS are used to secure the system by preventing the entrance of intrusive data to the systems.
IDS are equipped with number of components especially neuro-fuzzy classifiers. Neuro-fuzzy classifiers are used to
categorize the network traffic data in form of normal data and intrusive data and produce an activity output stated
the output state of data. IDS is very much useful in providing the feature for detecting attacks, security violations
and in documentation of intrusion threats to an organization. Documenting the threat helps the organization to
understand the characteristics of the attacks so that they can understand what security measures are appropriate for
network security. Human administrators are present to deal with the attacks detected by IDS. There may be the
situation when no human administrators are present at the time of occurrence of attacks, in this kind of state
"automated response IDSs" are used which automatically responds to attack. Whenever IDS can detect any attack in
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the absence of human administrators then an IDS inform the administrator by email or pager, to stop the attack and
to block the attacker permanently, this is stated as active notification [9]. Building an IDS is a complex task and its
modules are build with soft computing technique. The main component of IDS is neuro-fuzzy system. Soft
computing is a modern approach to constructing computationally intelligent systems. Today, number of complex
problems can be solved using intelligent systems that combine knowledge, methodologies and techniques from
various sources. The role model for soft computing is human mind. It is tolerant of imprecision, uncertainty, partial
truth and approximation. The principal constituents of soft computing are Artificial Neural Network (ANN), Fuzzy
Logic (FL) and Genetic Algorithm (GA). Real world complex problems can be solved effectively by using ANN, FL
and GA in combination rather than exclusively.
Artificial neural network recognizes patterns and adapt themselves to manage with varying environment [1]. A
artificial neural network is a set of simple units called neurons. A neuron is a linear automata, which realizes a
weighted sum of several inputs according to a set of weights, and then computes a heavy side function or a sigmoid
function to obtain an output value, called activation of the neuron. The choice of the transfer function determines
whether the neuron is binary or continuously valued. To form an artificial neural network, these neurons are
interconnected according to a given topology. Artificial neural network algorithms are of use in Intrusion Detection
System because of its learning time series, but alone neural networks cannot adequately handle all the available data,
so neuro-fuzzy technology is used [12].
Fuzzy set theory provides a major prototype in modeling and reasoning with vagueness. Fuzzy set is the
advancement of crisp set. In a crisp set, an element is either a member of the set or not. For example, an orange
belongs in the class of food known as fruit. Jelly bean do not. Fuzzy sets, on the other hand, allow elements to be
partially in a set. Each element is given a degree of membership in a set. This membership value can range from 0
(not an element of the set) to 1 (a member of the set). It is clear that if one only allowed the extreme membership
values of 0 and 1, that this would actually be equivalent to crisp set. Several researches focus on fuzzy rule learning
for effective IDS. Fuzzy rules are best suited for anomaly based detection in which generated rules are able to
provide better classification rate in detecting the intrusion behavior.
To model the brain, mimic human learning, and simulate biological progression an evolutionary computation is
grown, of which Genetic Algorithm is a prone example. Genetic algorithms offer an attractive approach to solving
the feature activity selection problem in inductive learning of neural network pattern classifiers [8]. Computer
algorithms are very attractive, because they are simple to program, and not hidden in mathematical terminology.
Turning these algorithms loose on a wide variety of optimization problems leads to some stunning results. GA is
used in IDS's decision making module by optimizing the decision of fuzzy inference system.
The above introduced constituents of soft computing are covering the wider area in computing world. This paper
illustrates the use of soft computing techniques in IDS.
Rest of the paper is divided into three sections. Section 2 discusses the concept of IDS with its implementation.
Section 3 describes the role of soft computing approaches in aspect of IDS. Section 4 presents that conclusion of the
paper with future plans.
II.

Intrusion Detection System

The use of network is increasing day-by-day, but with the increasing use of network systems lots of security issues
are also arising such as intrusion. Intrude means; Put oneself deliberately into a place or situation where one is
unwelcome or uninvited. Intrusion means the action of intruding. Intrusion detection is a process of detecting an
unauthorized use or attack upon a computer or a telecommunication network. There are two kinds of intrusion i.e.
whether the authorized user performing unauthorized tasks or an intruder. An IDS is able to detect both the attacks
by analyzing the profile of its authorized user (former) and by detecting the unwanted interruption (later). Several
types of IDSs are available, they are characterized by different monitoring and analyses approaches. IDS can
monitor events at three different levels: network, host and application. They can analyze these events using two
detection techniques: signature detection and anomaly detection [9]. In signature detection technique pre-defined
sets of known attacks are stored with the help of these stored sets, attacks are detected by comparison. In anomaly
based detection technique attacks are identified by detecting unknown behavior i.e. other than the normal users. An
attacker behaves differently from the normal users and thus can be detected. A number of IDSs have been proposed
for a networked or distributed environment [10][11]. In network level, IDS determine the feasibility of network
level monitoring, to protect network resources from attack. In distributed computing several computer nodes are
participated over the network for communication. The IDS can be distributed which further consist of several IDS.
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In distributed IDS agents are deployed to observe behavior of the system and users. Agents communicate via
messages to advice peers when an action is considered suspect. When an agent considers an activity to be suspect,
an agent with a higher level of specialization for the suspected intrusion is activated. Agents then report their
findings to a centralized manager. The main drawback with these systems is that the use of one or more centralized
repositories leaves at least some portion of the network exposed to malicious attacks including tampering and denial
of service attacks [11].
Over the network there are three different implementation locations of IDS. i) IDS can be implemented at point of
interconnection between internal and external network. ii) IDS can be built at the router. iii) IDS can be
implemented after the gateway or router as a firewall.
Figure 1 shows the implementation of IDS after the router. In this place IDS can have the bulk of network traffic
data and process it before entering to the system’s environment. [17]. Figure 2 shows, two IDS implemented one at
external network and other at internal network for higher security. The IDS1 is used for securing the system from
outsider attack i.e. unauthorized access. IDS2 is implemented inside the internal network and used for securing from
the authorized user to perform the tasks which are not allowed to the user [9]. Figure 3 shows the router inbuilt IDS.
Here IDS system is installed into the router such that router works as Intrusion Detection System [17].

Figure 1 IDS after a router

Figure 2 External and internal IDSs
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Figure 3 Router as IDS

III.

Role of Soft Computing in IDS

Figure 4 IDS Process State
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The network traffic is vast in nature, so it is difficult to extract the data and analyze it for unknown patterns. IDS use
Data Mining techniques [13] [14] [18] to discover the unknown pattern from large ‘network traffic data storage’ and
extract the traffic data. After that the network traffic data is classified using Neuro-Fuzzy classifier. Set of parallel
neuro-fuzzy classifier is used to do an initial classification. Classifier is used to categorize normal and intrusive data
from the original data set [15] [19]. By strengthening the IDS we can improve the detection accuracy and
performance of the IDS system. Thus, IDS is supplement with inference engine. Inference engine is decision making
system for normal and intrusive data and result is optimized by using genetic algorithm. The output of the NeuroFuzzy classifier is then forwarded to fuzzy inference engine. Fuzzy inference engine using fuzzy set, works as the
decision making system and makes the final decision that whether the activity is normal or intrusive. Inference
engine core components are combination of several computing techniques, particularly unsupervised learning
methods based on neural network and fuzzy logic. If the activity is normal then the IDS constantly monitor the
network traffic. If the activity is intrusive then IDS protection measures are taken to remove intrusiveness and make
data clean for the system. There may be the situation when data cannot be clean, thus that is the state when attack is
detected. Now to protect the network, security measures are adopted and IDS is continuously monitoring the
network data traffic.
IV.

Conclusion

This paper discusses the concept of Intrusion Detection System and illustrates the role of soft computing
constituent's artificial neural network, fuzzy logic and genetic algorithm in designing the IDS. All the modules of
IDS are described with their functioning. Three different implementation areas of the IDS over the network are also
discussed. Our future plan is to test the network traffic data using neuro-fuzzy classifier.
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